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Slow-wave instability in a rectangularly corrugated cylindrical waveguide is analyzed. Fields inside corrugation

is expressed by a sum of space harmonics satisfying the boundary conditions at the corrugation wall. The

corrugation fields are matched to periodic fields outside the corrugation at the boundary of the two regions.

Infimtesimally thin annular electron beam is considered including the three-dimensional perturbations. Effects of

space harmonics in the corrugation along with the corrugation depth are examined. Slow cyclotron instability in

addition to Cherenkov instability occurs when perturbed motions and modulations of infinitely thin surface are

included.

Keywords: rectangularly corrugated cylindrical waveguide, space harmonics, infinitely thin annular beam,

boundary condition, Cherenkov instability, slow cyclotron instability, backward wave oscillator

1. Introduction

Slow-wave devices such as backward wave oscillators

PWOs) can be driven by an axially streaming elec仕on beam

without initial perpendicular velocity and have been studied

extensively as a candidate for high-power microwave soLum.

In the theoretical studies, the Cherenkov instability due to

the longitudinal electron motion has mainly been considered

[1]. However, for a血ite strength magnetic field, not only

the Cherenkov instabi山y but also the slow cycloはon

instability can be driven by a linearly streaming electron

beam without initial perpendicular velocity [2-4]. The slow

cyclotron instability is a肘Ibuted to the transverse

perturbation based on the anomalous Doppler effect. It

should be noted that the slow cyclotron instability is

essentially different from the伝st cyclotron instability due to

the normal Doppler effect, which requires an initial

perpendicular velocity to the magnetic丘eld.

Three kinds of beam models have been considered;

cylindrical solid beam, annular beam with丘nite thickness

and in丘dtesimally thin annular beam. For a cylindrical solid

beam, a new version of self-consistent relativistic丘eld theory

is developed, taking three-dimensional perturbations into

account [5, 6]. Based on血is丘eld theory, detailed analyses of

the slow cyclotron instability are presented in Re丘. [7, 8.

In the new version of 丘eld theory, the effect of the transverse

beam perturbation appears as a surface charge at a丘xed

beam surface. For a血itely thick annular beam, the丘eld

theory can be developed applying the same boundary
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conditions to inside and outside beam boundaries as presented

in Ref. [9j.

For an ir血山esimally thin annular beam, the beam

boundary is modulated due to the transverse perturbation of

annular surface. Analysis of such beams is quite different

斤om the solid and丘nite-thick annular cases. A pioneering

work can be seen in Ref. [10], which is a non-relativistic

linear theory of an interaction of sheet beam with dis打ibuted

circuit elements. Recently, the slow-wave instability with an

infinitesimally也h annular beam are analyzed in Ref. [1 1],

presenting a self-consistent relativistic　丘eld theory

considering the moving modified boundary surface of beam

in a dielectric loaded waveguide.

In slow-wave devices, a slow-wave structure (SWS) is

used to reduce the phase velocity of electromagnetic wave.

Typical SWS is a periodical metallic waveguide with

sinusoidal or rectangular corrugations. Sinusoidal

corrugations are used in many high-power BWO experiments

since electric丘elds become strong near sharp corners of

rectan即Iar. The elecdc丘elds become皿acceptably strong in

extremely high-power operations above some hundreds of

MW. For moderate power level of a few MW or less, the

breakdown problem may not be so serious and the rectangular

shape may be better for beam-wave coupling than thと

sinusoidal sh甲e [12].

In this paper, we analyze the slow-wave instability

using a rectangularly corrugated cyhdrical waveguide. We

consider a modulated moving annular sheet of beam.

◎2009 by The Japan Society of Plasma
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Boundary conditions at annular beam are based on the

relativistic field theory in Ref.[ll]. The electromagnetic

fields in the rectangularly corrugated SWS are obtained

斤om the so-called "field matching method". And normal

modes of the rectangularly corrugated cylindrical system

and the slow-wave instability are numerically analyzed.

Unique features of our study are analyses of (1) effects of

space harmonics in the corrugation along with the

corrugation depth and (2) slow cycloはon instability as well

as Cherenkov instability. O∬ analyses are limited to linear

phenomena and nonlinear effects are not described in this

paper.

2. Boundary Conditions at Moving Modulated
Beam Sheet

We consider a rectangularly corrugated cylindrical

waveguide in Fig. 1 ; the corrugation amplitude //, corrugation

period zq, average radius Rq, waveguide minimum radius

R¥-R<rh and maximum radius R2-Ro+h. The cylindrical

coordinate system (r, 6, z) is introduced in this study. A

guiding magnetic field Bo is applied in the z-direction.

Infinitely thin annular electron beam of the radius /?b

propagates in the axial direction inside the waveguide. The

DC sLl血ce charge density and DC velocity is assumed to be

co and vo=(0,0,vo), respectively.

Boundary conditions at a moving boundary with a

constant speed V are presented in Refs.[14, 15] and results are

summarized here for later use. The surface current density

and surface charge density are respectively K and a.

Conditions for the normal corliponents of elecdc E and

magnetic B丘elds are obtained by applying Gauss's laws to a

small cylinder, ha旺in one side and half in the other, and are

given by,

Eo(」ll- E¥)*n-o and (/?n- Bl)'J∫-0.　　　　　( 1)

Here, n is the unit normal vector of the boundary surface and

suffix "I (II)" means the side I (II) of the sheet.

For the tangential components of boundary condition,

Faraday's and Ampere's laws are applied to the small

rectangular closed path C around the boundary su血ce and

are given by,

t・[′'×(E" -」,)]-('=!/・(* -fl,)]-O,　　(2)

t・[〃×(*1I-*.)]- I(・v¥t-(」 -」,)]-fi。K-. (3)
C~

The different feature of our boundary from Refs. [14,

15] is the fact that the moving boundary is modulated due to

the perturbation perpendicular to the boundary surface. We

consider a linearized case [11]; Flも+γ , a-ao+ai and

K=KQ+K¥. Here, O] is perturbed surface charge, Vl-(vlr,Vic,Vl2)

is the血ee-dimensionally perturbed vel∝lty, Ao-(0,0,aol勺) is

DC surface current and K¥ is pern.汁bed surface current The

first order velocity V can be expressed by the first order

electromagnetic　丘elds from the linearized relativistic

equation of elec加n motion under small signal conditions

and Maxwell's equations. The tangential components vlO and

v-　cause the first order surface quantities K¥ and o¥, which

are related by the continuity equation on the sheet.

Note也at 〟 is two-dimensional quantity丘om血e

de丘山tion; Kt-(0, aov16, aov12) in our hear theory. The radial

velocity Vir causes the radial displacement ru resulting in the

annular sheet modulation from Rb to Rb+r¥ (/?b>>^i)- When

the first order inchation angles are Sq in the r-Q plane and Sz

in r-z plane, the normal vector /i inclines from n-no to

lZ-∫;o+ォi to the first order. Here, JiQ-{l, 0, 0) and w,-(0, J0,

-4).

Fig. 1. Model ofrectangularly corrugated SWS

and annular beam system.

3. Dispersion Relation

The temporal and spatial phase factor of all perturbed

quantities is assumed to be expl^k^z+mO-cot)]. Here, m is the

azimuthal mode number, k^ is the axial wave number and co

is the angular frequency. Since the inner wall of the SWS in

Fig.l is spatially periodic, the fields inside the structure are

expanded in Floquet's harmonic series. The components of

the axial electromagnetic field inside the beam (region I,

r<Rb) may be expressed as

O〇

Fl - ∑ *EpJm¥xpH
p=-oo

CO　。

B-- - ∑三V'.(v*)-
p= -oo

m

And the outside the beam in the waveguide (region II,

/? i >/>/?b),

00

E.I王- ∑[DpJm{xpr)+ EpNm{xpr)l
p=-也

CD　'

RU - ∑ -[FpJ-(xpr)+GpN-{xpr)]. (5)
P=~くカ

Here, Jm and Nm are respectively the wth order Bessel

丘inction of the first kind and the second kind, kp-ち+pko, p is

Floquet's harmonic number and
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・-害-k.(6)

TheconstantsAEp,ABp,Dp,EpFpandGpare血e

electromagneticfieldcoefficientsofthevacuumregions.In

therect肌gularcorrugation(regionIII,R2>r>R¥),

CCr-IHhlz-∑【^wr,fi[R2)icosりfz

L=0

-ieLsS¥p?r,fi?R2}iinri?z)(7)

.COpill
By,-三芸[ムjtflsfr./jfoWi

-¥gLRfy[r,/3[R2)S¥nりh(8)

Here,dL,eLfLandgtareconstantsand

nl一昔方%--豊方(9)

kl一言-kJ.kJ一害-kJ-(10)

And,

sS(fir,fiR2)-

Jm{fir)Nm[fiR2)-Jm(座2)Nm(f3r)(ll)

RSfafiR2)-

jJfrWn-(顔:)-/'(如XGflr)(12)

TheotherfieldcomponentscanbederivedfromE¥z

andB¥z.Thefieldsinsidecorrugationgivenbyeqs.(7)and

(8)areasumofstandingwaveandsatisfytheboundary

conditionsattherectangularcorrugationwall.Thenormal

modesofthesystemcanbederivedsubjecttothegiven

boundaryconditions.

Fromthelinearizedboundaryconditionsof(1)イ3)at

themovingandmodulatedbeamsurface(r-Rb),weobtain

thefourindependentequations.uloseareforthetwo

tangentialcomponentsofelectric丘eld,山eaxialcomponent

ofmagneticfieldandtheradialcomponentoftheelec由c

fluxdensity.Fromtheseconditions,theconstantsDp,EpFp

andGpofregionIIareexpressedbytheconstantsA^and

・%ofregionI.

Thefieldsinsidecorrugation(regionIE)arematched

totheperiodicfunctionsofregionIIatr-Ry.The丘eld

matchingconditionisgivenby[13],

PE¥lexp(-¥kqz)k-P/2」]"exp(-i^z)dz,(13)

ォー2n/2"-2nII

P'」j'exp(-i*,z)dz-rEォIexp(-ik桓>(14)

I5fIcos7fzdz-J^Bl

zllcosT]?zdz,(15)

fdllrail----
Bl

hmrjlz6z-¥Blnsinrjfzdz,(16)J-d/2J-d/2

BScos^fzdz-Bfcos^fzdz,(17)

J-d/2J-d/2

I5^sin^fzdz-I^sin^fzdz.(18)

Theconditions(15)-(18)correlatetheconstantsdL,eLfLand

giofregionIIIwiththeconstantsDp,EpFpandGpofregion

II.Togetherwithぬeconditionsatthebeam,electromagnetic

丘eldsinallregionsofrect皿gularlycorrugatedcylindrical

waveguideareexpressedintermsofA年andABpofregionI.

Andthen,eqs.(13)and(14)canbeexpressedinamadx

formas,

D(z+)D(z-)

D(T+)D(T-)=0(19)

Here,AEand

ABp,wdD(z音B

are column vectors with elementsノ毎and
and D(T±　are m血xes of an infinite rank.

The dispersion relation is obtained丘om the condition that eq.

(19) has a nontnvial solution. ARer restricting the space

harmonics to a丘nite number, the dispersion relation is given

by,

det
D(z+)(co, kz) DiZ~)

D(T+¥cD,k: ) D(T~¥

{co, kz )
0 (20)

4. Numerical Result

Figure 2 shows axisymmetric modes without annular

electron beam for m=0. Size parameters of SWS are RQ=¥.50

cm, zo=1.67 cm, h-025 cm and d/zo司.5. For m=0, D酔)

and D^ become zero matrices. From the dispersion

equation (20), detp酔]朝gives transverse magnetic CTM)

modes and det[Er^]-O gives transverse electric汀E) modes.

Pure TM and TE modes are the normal modes in山is case.

Some of these normal modes (TMoi, TEoi, TM。2 and TEo2)

are presented in Fig.2. The electromagnetic modes in山e

spatially periodic system are periodic in the wave number

space with a period ko-2n/zo. They show band-pass

characteristics as can be seen in Fig.2. In order to

designate the pass-bands, an index n is introduced. The

value of n starts from 1 for the lowest pass-band of each

mode as indicated in Fig.2.

TMol is an important fundamental mode for beam

interactions based on the slow-wave instability. In Fig.3, an

1
-I

influence of space harmonics in the rectangular corrugatio頼iKE
on TMqi mode is shown. The dispersion curve moves upward

as the number of space harmonics in the corrugation that

involved in eqs. (7) and (8) increases. As can be seen

1514
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eqs.(7) and (8), these space harmonics are standing waves

with the axial wave number rji and tjL. They are added

from L- 0 in sequence. Refer to Fig. 3, the number is "1"

means only one standing wave with fjo =0. The number …2日

means two standing waves with r]QE-o and /70 -(1/恥…3-

means three with ;/0 =0, rjaO-(¥/d)n and rj¥ -{2/d)K and H4''

means four with/7。E司　rj。--(l/d)K and　^E={2/cf)K

and//i -(3/d)K. In Fig. 3, the dispersion curves converge to

some extent with丘ve or six space harmonics. The space

harmonics with rjLE have a greater influence than those ofr]L.

In Fig.4, the dispersion curves for various values of

corrugation depth h are shown. The average radius is kept

constant value of 7?0-l-50 cm. As the value of corrugation

depth h increases, the upper cutoff frequency of the

pass-band decreases. The lower cutoff frequency is barely

influenced by the corrugation depth that consequently causes

the flatness of the dispersion curves as h increases.

When a magnetized electron beam is considered,山e

vertical motions of electron combine to the TM and TE

modes. Hence, the normal modes of the system driven by the

magnetized electron beam are become hybrid of TM a且d TE

modes even for the axisymmetnc case. In order to designate

the hybrid modes, two letters of EH and HE are commonly

used. However, the de丘nition of EH and HE is rather

arbitrary. In this work, the definition in the丘eld of the plasma

physics is used [5, 9, 1 1]. Qualitatively, TM is dominant in

EH lllode and TE is dominant in HE mode.
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Fig.2. Dispersion characteristics of axisymmedc modes

wi山out electron beam. Number of Floquet's

harmonics inside　山e waveguide is seven and

number of standing waves in the corrugation is six.
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Fig.3. In瓜uence of number of spatial harmonic in the

rectangular corrugation on dispersion cLirves. Size

parameters of SWS are same as that are used in

Fig.3. Number of FloqtIet's harmonics inside血e

waveguide is seven.
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Fig. 4. Influence of the corrugation depth h on the

dispersion curve. The arrow in the丘gure indicates

the increasing dkection of h. The value of h

increases form 0.05 cm to 0.25 cm with a step of

O.05 cm. The other SWS parameters and numbers

ofspatial harmonics are the same as used in Fig.2.

Figure 5 shows山e dispersion curves of EHqi mode

with the beam energy 430 keV, cu汀ent 200 A, beam radius

/?b-1.00 cm and the magnetic丘eld 5<)-0.4 T. The SWS

parameters and numbers of spatial harmonics are the same

as used in Fig.2. EHqi mode becomes TMqi wi也out也e

beam. In the magnetized beam, there are甲ace charge modes,

slow cyclo仕on mode and fast cyclo廿on mode. The cyclotron

modes are attributed to the perpendicular perturbation of
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annular beam in the magnetic伝eld, which is taken into

consideration in our analysis via the beam boundary. The

slow space charge mode is coupled to EHqi mode, leading to

Cherenkov instability. Slow cyclo加n instability ∝curs due to

an interaction of slow cyclotron mode with EHoi mode at the

location of anomalous Doppler resonance. The temporal

grow也rates of these instabilities are calculated and the

results are shown in the lower frame of Fig. 5. The slow

cyclotron instability is much weaker than the Cherenkov

instability. The temporal growth rates based on the

rectangular corrugation become larger by about 10-20 %, in

compared with that of a sinusoidal corrugation with similar

dispersion characteristics in X-band. This tendency is also

reported for K-band case [12] also.

Note that our treatment is fully relativistic. In our

はea虹Ient, the surface charge density and surface current

density form the four-vector cu汀ent density {ale, K). In

other words, these quantities in the laboratory 伝血e Of

reference are transformed to those in the beam fame by the

Lorentz transformation. The boundary conditions are also

relativistic ones. If the relativity is i伊ored, the beam

velocity becomes larger than the light velocity for the b飽m

of Fig. 5. Moreover, in the non-relativistic case, vie→O and

the second term on the left side of eq.(3) disappears [14].

The corresponding boundary condition becomes false one

and the dispersion characteristics are not studied properly.
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Fig. 5. The dispersion curves of axisymmetnc mode (m-0)

with beam energy 430 keV, current 200 A, beam

radius Rb-¥.O cm and external magnetic field Bo-OA T
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Fig. 7. Cherenkov growth rates as a丘inction of space

harmonic number in　也e corrugation wi山　山c

corrugation width d/z0 -0.8, 0.5 and 0.2. Vertical

axis is normalized by the temporal growth rate with

22 spatial harmonics in the corrugation.

Figure 6 is the temporal growth rates of slow-wave

instabilities versus rotational direction of the electromagnetic

wave. The temporal grow山rate of the Cherenkov ii-stability

is the biggest for ′桁o. The temporal grow血rate of the slow

cyclotron instability is the biggest for m-1. Since the

perti汀bation of exp^ik^z+mO-cot)] is assumed, the waveguide

mode rotates le仕ward in the laboratory frame of reference.In

the beam frame passing the slow-wave, the perturbed

cyclotron motion rotates in the same direction as the

interacting slow-wave. Hence, the infinitely thin annular

beam interact favorably to the nonaxisymmetric mode with

m- 1 to produce the slow cyclotron instability.

So far,山e dispersion characteristics are calculated with
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the corrugation width d/zo司.5. Figure 7 compares numerical

results of grow血rates of Cherenkov instability by changing

the corrugation width ratio d/zo as 0.8, 0.5 and 0.2. For d/zo

-0.8, larger number of spatial harmonics in the corrugation is

required to obtain the same convergence as d/zb -0.5. It is

eleven, compared with five for d/z<, -0.5. For d/zo -0.2, this

number is even smaller and is equal to three.

5. CONCLUSION

Slow-wave instability in a rectangularly corrugated

cylindrical waveguide is analyzed. Infinitesimally thin

annular electron beam is considered taking the

three-dimensional perturbations into accou此　Boundary

conditions at the beam are derived by considering a moving

modulated surface. The丘eld inside the corrugation is

expressed by the sum of standing waves satisfying the

boundary conditions at the corrugation wall. The

corrugation丘elds are matched to the periodic fields outside

corrugation at the boundary between inside and outside the

corrugation. The space harmonics in the rectangular

corrugation affect　山e dispersion characteristics. Fairly

convergent results are obtained with丘ve or six space

harmonics with the corrugation width of 50 % of the period.

ule wider width of the corrugation requires the larger number

of special harmonics in the corrugation. The丘equency of

upper cutoff at the r mode decreases with increasing the

corrugation depth. Not only Cherenkov instability but also

slow cyclotron instability occurs even for the infinitely thin

annular beam as long as the three-dimensional perturbed

motions are included. The slow cyclotron instability is due

to the perpendicular modulation of annular sheet and much

smaller than the Cherenkov one. Slow-wave instability for the

rectangular corrugation seems stronger by about 10-20 %, in

compared with that for the sinusoidal case.
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